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Main Features

- fully	Bayesian	approach,	with	all	its	advantages,	including	samples	from	the	full	posterior	density	distribution	

- based	on	BAT.jl,	a	modern	Bayesian	Analysis	Toolkit	written	in	the	Julia	language	

- general	likelihood,	not	limited	to	 	minimization,	allowing	for	forward	modeling	approach	to	analysis	

- standard	output	in	useful	format

χ2

PartonDensity.jl: a novel parton density determination code
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Reminder: Bayesian Formulation

Simple	expressions,	but	 	can	be	quite	high	dimensional	making	the	solution	difficult.	

PartonDensity.jl	solves	Bayesian	challenge	using	BAT.jl	

For	those	interested	in	how	numerical	challenges	are	met	-	visit:	https://github.com/bat/BAT.jl

θ

p(θ |D, M) =
p(D |θ, M) p(θ |M)

p(D |M)

	prior	probability	for	the	parameters	θ

ℒD(θ)
likelihood	

posterior	probability	for	the	parameters	 	θ Normalization	-	can	be	ignored	if	not	doing	model	comparison	

https://github.com/bat/BAT.jl
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Forward Modeling

1. Define pdfs


2. Perform evolution: done with QCDNUM


3. Calculate differential cross section


• for unfolded data, use this for performing analysis


4. Integrate over bins in which events counted for forward 

modeling.  Use a fine (detector specified) binning


5. Apply detector specific response function to get event 

expectations in measurement bins


6. Calculate probability of observed event numbers given 

expectation
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QCDNUM & SPLINT
SPLINT package constructs splines on selected set of QCDNUM  evolution grid-points. Fast and accurate.


Compared to 2D Gauss integration routine for differently shaped bins.  Relative difference  with SPLINT running about a 
factor of~300 faster than Gauss integration
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Example

For our example, we use parameters similar to those 
found for the ZEUS high-x data to generate 
simulated data.


Data simulated with luminosity as in ZEUS 
experiment as well as 100x ZEUS luminosity.


Use combinations of Beta functions,  to model PDFs 

Parameters are  and the integrated momenta,  

xf(x) = A xλ(1 − x)K

λ, K Δ = ∫ dxxf(x)

Parameters used to model systematic uncertainties in modeling of detector response
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Example Output
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Example Output

Parameter Distributions


Full set of 1D and 2D distributions trivially 
available


Functions to return correlation matrix, credible 
intervals, etc
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Example Output

Posterior predictive check:

Use samples of the parameters from 
the posterior probability distribution 
to generate data and compare to 
fitted data.


This is a Bayesian goodness-of-fit 
test
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Analysis based on Samples

E.g., total Sea momentum  and gluon momentum  
calculated and correct probability distribution extracted

Δsea Δg
Any function of the parameters can be calculated and 
the probability distribution for the function plotted.
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Testing
Effect of misspecified priors also studied in detailScaling of uncertainties with data set size was verified


Traditional goodness-of-fit 
tests also  available.  Here 
Pearson χ2

100x lumi
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ZEUS high-x Analysis
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Summary
• We have developed a novel  PDF analysis code allowing for a full Bayesian posterior probability determination


• Code supports a forward modeling approach.


• The open-source code has been thoroughly tested and is now available for distribution.  


• Use of Julia allows I/O, plotting, analysis, …, in one high-level language


• So far, used exclusively for the analysis of high-x and high-   NC  scattering data.  Look forward to extending the analysis to other 

data sets, including those reported as differential cross sections at the QED Born level.


Planned upgrades: 

• Make the analysis code run much faster (e.g., by parallelizing computations through threading or forking, by improving the MCMC 

sampling efficiency and by speeding up the QCD evolution of the pdfs.


• Extend the framework to investigate more flexible pdf parameterizations using Bayesian model selection techniques.


• Help is welcome to make PartonDensity.jl more generally useable!


Q2 e±p

https://github.com/cescalara/PartonDensity.jl


